
6 Awkward Playground
Scenarios and How to Navigate
Them
Trips to the playground aren't always drama free. You may find yourself

dealing with snarky parents, mean kids, or your own child misbehaving.

Experts offer ways to deal with these common playground issues.

By Judy Koutsk y October 03, 2019
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I'm sure you've been there as a parent. You're at the playground and

suddenly another mom yells at your son. Or maybe your daughter is the

culprit and she's being mean to another little one. Then there's the clique-y

kids who won't let your child play with them. What's a parent to do? Experts

offers tips on how to handle key situations like these that can make a trip to

the playground a nightmare.



The situation: Another parent
reprimands your child. 
Tell the parent, "Thank you for looking after the kids," and then remove your

child from that scenario, suggests Bill Corbett, a behavior coach and author

of Love, Limits & Lessons: A Parent's Guide to Raising Cooperative Kids.

Redirect your child's attention to another activity. "It's your chance to model

handling conflict appropriately," says Corbett. By being the bigger person,

you're showing your child sometimes it's smarter to walk away.

The situation: A child is being mean
to your child and their parent isn't
doing anything. 
If your child's safety is not at risk, avoid running in to protect your kid

immediately, says Corbett. That's something Joanne Kimber, a mom of two

in Madison, Wisconsin, always reminds herself. "When I see someone being

mean to my child, I immediately want to run in and reprimand that other

child," she says. "But I give it a few minutes; sometimes with kids things last

a few minutes and then it's over." If the other child is escalating things—

taunting, saying mean words, or getting physical—then Kimber removes her

child from the situation. "I'll take him to the swings or another part of the

playground," she says.

RELATED: A Guide to Playground Etiquette

Corbett encourages Kimber's approach. And as hard as it may be, he says

you should also avoid talking to that child’s parent, which can trigger an

https://www.amazon.com/Love-Limits-Lessons-Expanded-Cooperative/dp/0982112130
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argument and possibly cause a scene. “Your focus should not be about being

right, but instead, making the experience the best learning opportunity for

your child,” he adds.

After the interaction, help your child verbalize their feelings and give them

skills they can use if they are ever in the same situation again. "You want

your child to learn how to stand up for himself verbally and not physically, no

hitting or attacking. We want him to learn to say to a bully, 'I don't like it

when you're mean to me,' or 'I won't let you speak to me that way,' and then

walk away," says Corbett.

The situation: Your child is teasing
another child and won't stop.
Address it immediately, says Christa Terry, co-founder of Mom Meet Mom, a

website aimed at connecting moms of like-minded interests. "Feel free to

apologize both to the kid and his parent," says Terry. Most parents will

understand—their kids probably have done the same thing at least once in

the past. Then take your child to a quiet part of the playground and explain

why their behavior is unacceptable.

The situation: A group of kids,
including yours, start arguing while
on the jungle gym. 

http://mommeetmom.com/


Unless it comes to hitting, bullying, or outright cruelty, avoid the impulse to

jump right in, says Terry. "Watch closely to make sure no one is going out of

bounds but remember that conflict resolution is an important skill, one that

kids start developing on the playground." If it escalates, redirect your child to

another activity. When she calms down, talk to her about the situation and

her role in it.

RELATED: I’m a Mom and a Playground Designer: Here’s How to Pick the

Best Park for Your Kids

The situation: An angry parent
approaches you about your child.
Sometimes playground conflicts are a he said/she said kind of situation and

it's not entirely clear who was in the right. In that case, try to be calm and

generous, suggests Terry. This parent may have other things going on in

their life which may be influencing their perception of what's going on. Try

not to rise to this parent's level. Simply hear the parent out and give them

the benefit of the doubt. Then take your child to a different part of the

playground.

The situation: The other kids won't
play with your child.
As a parent, nothing feels worse than having your child excluded. But

ultimately you can't force other kids to want to include your child. If it

doesn't seem to be bother your child, let him continue playing independently.

https://www.parents.com/parenting/moms/im-a-mom-and-a-playground-designer-heres-how-i-choose-a-park-for-my-son/


If it's clearly hurting his feelings, try to get your child to focus on a different

activity like playing in the sandbox. If that doesn't work, leave to do

something else. Then talk to your child openly about the situation and his

feelings. Kids are pretty resilient and get over things quickly. You may be

more upset about it than he is.
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